
Brexit, Trump and Drudge - Explore The Future
Of Humanity in The  Allfather Saga

Allfather Saga: Time's Orphans

With quirky characters and dragons, it’s a mystery of a
dead king, global war, and a heartbroken wife and
queen who’s pregnant and under suspicion.

NEW YORK, NY, UNITED STATES, January 18, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- A common sentiment on the
internet is that 2016 was a cursed year, one that turned
everything on its head and created a bizarro earth that
humanity must now deal with. While this is said in jest,
the undertones of legitimate worry shine through, as
uncertainty and fear rule in the wake of several
unexpected world events such as Brexit and Donald
Trump’s ascension to the Presidency. These events
have created an air of sectionalism and anger that have
sparked fierce debate and controversy, which in turn
has helped to make them somewhat taboo topics in
many circles. But here to turn those taboos on their
heads is author C.K. Sheldon, who embraces the
controversy to craft his Allfather novels: humorous and
thought provoking mashups of science fiction, fantasy,
and alternative history novels.

The Allfather novels take place in a far off future in
which Donald J. Trump not only saves America, but
also leads it into a golden age of prosperity. What
follows are several thousand years of scientific and cultural development that allow for mankind's next
big step into space: interplanetary colonization. This new planet is guided and led by the Allfathers,
genetically engineered immortals that remember life back on old Earth. These supposedly benevolent
beings utilize their “children”, who are really the descendents of the original colonists, in order to play

Even the best laid plans turn
to hell when exposed to
reality.”

C.K. Sheldon

out their hypothetical and philosophical battles. The constant
infighting and proxy wars build up until a high ranking King is
murdered, which kicks of the action in the series’s first book,
Time’s Orphans. What follows is a blend of fantasy and
science fiction that presents scenarios based on the far
reaching effects of the current world’s actions, challenging the
reader to think for themselves. Sprinkled throughout are pop
culture references that serve as reminders that the fantastical

world of the Allfather books was born from modern day Earth, a key detail in the books’s lore. The
culmination of the enthralling premise, the blending of genres, and C.K. Sheldon’s sheer mastery of
his field serves to make The Allfather Saga a must read.
About The Allfather Saga
Published in the waning months of 2016, the Allfather Saga was created with the purpose of providing
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an interesting and entertaining story as well as controversy in the hopes of promoting discussion. This
enormous undertaking was and is still being performed by C.K. Sheldon, a lifelong writer who hopes
to write and publish seven additional novels in his sprawling fantasy/sci-fi series. When he isn’t busy
crafting the locations and characters within his novels, Mr. Sheldon is traveling the U.S; meeting
people and gaining unique perspectives and inspirations that have fed into his work.
For more information on the Allfather Saga, visit the series’s Amazon page at
https://www.amazon.com/Allfather-Saga-Orphans-C-K-Sheldon-ebook/dp/B01M7VD4YL
The author's site is http://www.cksheldon.com
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